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TABLES
From traditional and standing-height to modular and 
nesting, HON makes tables for every conference call, 
training group, work session, and quiet conversation.

STRONG FOUNDATION 

HON has your back.  For decades our team has helped state, 

county, city, and education  customers design, specify, price, 

project manage, from small to large, simple to complex.

Equalis offers a competitively bid contract vehicle to save you 

time and money.  State, county, city, and school entities can 

leverage their buying power to buy HON through Equalis.

HON makes your space work by offering the most complete 
product assortment on a convenient, competitively solicited 
and publicly awarded  contract.

Why HON?

SEATING
We offer a full and extensive line of chairs and 
seating - for every space, every need, and every
budget.

Make your space work.

DESKS
Durable laminate. Classic steel. We only use materials 
that meet our exacting standards and exceed your 
expectations.

STORAGE
We got our start in storage and continue to offer a 
wide range of durable, high quality solutions.

WORKSTATIONS
Designed with adaptability in mind, they reconfigure 
easily and precisely to fit any footprint.

EDUCATION
HON has the right products for every space, every 
student, and every type of learning.

SAVE TIME.  REDUCE COSTS.  MINIMIZE HASSLE.  

Leverage the buying power of our partnership today.

The HON Company was awarded a competivitely solicited 

Region 10 award, marketed through Equalis. Equalis strives to 

embody partnership through a member driven and supplier 

centric organization. We work together to create sustainable 

value through aligning objectives of buyers and sellers.
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Competitive Contract
Complete Product Solution
One Purchase Order

Competitive discounts on  HON orders.

Large catalog of HON products.

That's what HON and Equalis delivers.

© 2020 The HON Company

The HON Company
200 Oak Street
Muscatine, IA 52761
800.833.3964 | hon.com
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